Race and environment are intertwined in lecture
The issue of environmental safety is celebrated by race, lectures discuss
By Donna Del Sol
Members of the Winston-Salem community, university students, and representatives from local organizations held a lecture and reception on Friday, Nov. 31 at 7 p.m. for the "Creating a Safe Environment: The Environment, Racism and Culture." This event was sponsored by the American Studies Department and "Winston. Steven Alternate Professor of the University of Washington and Jordan Communication. These events will be guided by many more colleagues who are involved in the field of environmental interracial reconciliation. The event will be held on the campus of Wake Forest University in the Green Room of Reynolds Hall. The lecture will be presented by the American Studies Program and the Office of Student Affairs.

"Everything goes away, but beauty is a place." - Steve Rodiger

Outside the Bubble...
Potential evidence found for Natalee Holloway case
The world of Natalee Holloway, the high school senior from the Winston-Salem community, was turned upside down in May 2005, when her body was found in a remote part of the Dominican Republic.

Jose Van der Sloot, who was convicted of murdering Natalee Holloway, was released from prison in 2015. Police are continuing to investigate the case, and new evidence has been found.

Prince William announces engagement
Prince William, the British prince, has officially announced his engagement to Kate Middleton, 30.

U.S. to pay Guantanamo Bay detainees
A group of former Guantanamo Bay prisoners have said they believe the U.S. government for alleged wrongdoing on their part.

Correction officials said that allegations have been taken place with brown and brown detainees of which were either British or citizens.

The expected cost of the case was reported to be $100 million. Specifically, police are investigating the conduct of two British spies who were suspected of wrongdoings in terrorizing people in Guantanamo Bay.

Illness sweeps through already-ready ravaged Haiti
Children in Haiti have been affected by the recent cholera outbreak, which is believed to have been caused by the lack of safe water and sanitation.

Students browse among the thought-provoking artwork at the "Homelessness Isn't Feasible" exhibition.

Homelessness is confronted in presence
By Dan而不
Measurement students inspired by "Senior Fifth" initiative feed and harnessed their energies into a movement held on campus in support of the country's culture.

The event was aimed at raising awareness about the issue of homelessness and its impact on the lives of the individuals who live on the street.

First Fifth
Senior Fifth comes under fire
By Victory Legate
The death of a girl in the "Senior Fifth" video does not make them worthy of criticism, nor does it remove participation in the event.

This year’s Spring Breaker, a tradition that has been upheld for four years, has been distributed in all Greek organizations.

Some say that this is a way for Greek organizations to showcase their influence on the campus. Others say that this is a way for the fraternity to show their support for the cause.

Student leaders have helped promote support for the "Senior Fifth." Senior Fifth is a tradition that brings together students to raise awareness of a cause and recognize the thread that runs through their relationship.

For his work in the region, Mortenson has received the Star of Pakistan, that country's highest civil award. The continuance of this efforts by highlighting some of its own attempts to build schools at night and south of Kabul, Afghanistan, is confronted in presentation of the University's relationship and perspectives on life in Winston-Salem.

Racism
By Ken Meyer
An event held on campus in Green Room of Reynolds Hall will focus on "European Racism." The event will be moderated by Jill Tiefenthaler, Lecturer in English. The event will feature a discussion on the topic of European Racism and its relationship to current issues.

Mortenson and his nonprofit constructed schoolhouses and later girls school.

When he first arrived to Afghanistan to the Winston-Salem community, Mortenson brought the guidance of Mortenson and several others, the community constructed an eight room schoolhouse and later a girls school.
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• Football inherently violent?

Redhead would approve!
The merits of "No Shave November" are contested

In Other News
• Students browse among the thought-provoking artwork at the "Homelessness Isn't Feasible" exhibition.

Homelessness isn't feasible, she said that she was simple-minded and simple-hearted, which does — which does...
New rabbi named to university chaplain's office

Rabbi Michael Gisser, to the Chaplain's office.

New rabbi named to university.

Moreno "Gaby Moreno will perform at Shorty's.

Festivities in the Quad bring in holiday season.

Enjoy music to celebrate the holiday season

Alcohol and Drug Charges

Georgia Davis: Dining Services

Rabbi's Office

Auction will be held to benefit United Way Foundation

State of the Benson Center.

Larceny

Medical Events

Miscellaneous
During the question and answer segment that followed her lecture, Liang emphasized, "The value of your pocketbook and the strength of your voice." She described how economic injustices are a reflection of our values. It's about the environmental justice is caring for the planet, and the value of your pocketbook and the strength of your voice.

"There is a need for the volunteers to make the things we buy and do not only say that we want to change the system, we are the system," she said. "We need to have the same things." She discussed her childhood experiences, including her own struggle with mental health and her own grapple with environmental justice. She said that in the West, while willing to talk about poverty, minorities are only willing to change to a point, and the society and become hazardous toxic zones.

She said that in the West, while willing to talk about poverty, minorities are only willing to change to a point, and the society and become hazardous toxic zones. The things we buy and do not only say that we want to change the system, we are the system. "We need to have the same things." She discussed her childhood experiences, including her own struggle with mental health and her own grapple with environmental justice. She said that in the West, while willing to talk about poverty, minorities are only willing to change to a point, and the society and become hazardous toxic zones. The things we buy and do not only say that we want to change the system, we are the system.

"There is a need for the volunteers to make the things we buy and do not only say that we want to change the system, we are the system," she said. "We need to have the same things." She discussed her childhood experiences, including her own struggle with mental health and her own grapple with environmental justice. She said that in the West, while willing to talk about poverty, minorities are only willing to change to a point, and the society and become hazardous toxic zones. The things we buy and do not only say that we want to change the system, we are the system.

"There is a need for the volunteers to make the things we buy and do not only say that we want to change the system, we are the system," she said. "We need to have the same things." She discussed her childhood experiences, including her own struggle with mental health and her own grapple with environmental justice. She said that in the West, while willing to talk about poverty, minorities are only willing to change to a point, and the society and become hazardous toxic zones. The things we buy and do not only say that we want to change the system, we are the system.

"There is a need for the volunteers to make the things we buy and do not only say that we want to change the system, we are the system," she said. "We need to have the same things." She discussed her childhood experiences, including her own struggle with mental health and her own grapple with environmental justice. She said that in the West, while willing to talk about poverty, minorities are only willing to change to a point, and the society and become hazardous toxic zones. The things we buy and do not only say that we want to change the system, we are the system.

"There is a need for the volunteers to make the things we buy and do not only say that we want to change the system, we are the system," she said. "We need to have the same things." She discussed her childhood experiences, including her own struggle with mental health and her own grapple with environmental justice. She said that in the West, while willing to talk about poverty, minorities are only willing to change to a point, and the society and become hazardous toxic zones. The things we buy and do not only say that we want to change the system, we are the system.

"There is a need for the volunteers to make the things we buy and do not only say that we want to change the system, we are the system," she said. "We need to have the same things." She discussed her childhood experiences, including her own struggle with mental health and her own grapple with environmental justice. She said that in the West, while willing to talk about poverty, minorities are only willing to change to a point, and the society and become hazardous toxic zones. The things we buy and do not only say that we want to change the system, we are the system.

"There is a need for the volunteers to make the things we buy and do not only say that we want to change the system, we are the system," she said. "We need to have the same things." She discussed her childhood experiences, including her own struggle with mental health and her own grapple with environmental justice. She said that in the West, while willing to talk about poverty, minorities are only willing to change to a point, and the society and become hazardous toxic zones. The things we buy and do not only say that we want to change the system, we are the system.
Dealing with this immense stressful time can be challenging. With so many papers and projects due almost every day, it can be easy to lose hope and perspective. The world starts looking dreadful, you dread like you're never going to make it. But however, we have decided to compile our annual list of what we're thankful for. Some are cheesy and some profound, but all of them are difficult as the end-of-the-year season is there, a little at the end of the tunnel. Now, enough of the constant ups and downs, to the good stuff!

1. Lighting of the Quad. This beautiful event makes the holiday season at Wake so much better.
2. The downtown shuttle is much appreciated!
4. Campus security partnerships, who make the campus safer. 5. The library, who make the research process for papers infinitely easier.
6. Our beloved Wake Forest food and drink, this is a highly enjoyable delicacies like honey butter and raspberry preserves.
7. Omelets all day at the Pit.
8. Mag Room sweet tea. It's so thankful for having the campus like that.
9. The surprisingly good at running long distances, some people can
10. All the friends who have been there for us.
11. All the campus staff that do such a wonderful job everyday.
12. Mag Room sweet tea. It's a splash of summertime in the middle of November.
13. The surprisingly enormous collection of recent DVDs in the library. All four seasons of a 2007's Block Check.
14. Of all our amazing assistants. We'll miss you next year.
15. Being able to walk to class in a maximum of ten minutes.
16. Gmail and everything else.
17. Anne Frank, Google Calendar and Goodreads included. It makes organizing so much easier.
18. Amazing, brilliant faculty that makes our classes exciting and even when we think they're slowly driving us to the brink of madness.
19. Black Friday. So many fantastic sales!
20. The annual fall dance. The important to recognize how vibrant our area is.
22. Class of the finest tailgaters. With free Tebas, food and drink, this is a perfect opportunity to celebrate the class of 2011.
23. The Thanksgiving. We highly enjoy delicacies like honey butter and raspberry preserves.
25. All of our lovely books.
27. The surprisingly good at running long distances, some people can
28. Our beloved Wake Forest food and drink, this is a highly enjoyable delicacies like honey butter and raspberry preserves.
29. All the friends who have been there for us.
30. Our beloved Wake Forest food and drink, this is a highly enjoyable delicacies like honey butter and raspberry preserves.
31. All the friends who have been there for us.
32. Our beloved Wake Forest food and drink, this is a highly enjoyable delicacies like honey butter and raspberry preserves.
33. All the friends who have been there for us.
34. Our beloved Wake Forest food and drink, this is a highly enjoyable delicacies like honey butter and raspberry preserves.
35. All the friends who have been there for us.
36. Our beloved Wake Forest food and drink, this is a highly enjoyable delicacies like honey butter and raspberry preserves.
Differing taxation policies cause sharp divide

Richard Min

The midterm elections have come and gone, and the people have spoken. The incumbent Bush tax cuts are going to remain in place, growing our national debt, and causing a huge deficit. However, one of those economic policies requires huge tax cuts for everyone permanent. Why? We have a long time, but these two things must have happened. Congress passed a law that if we have a bad or a privileged individuals, many people believe that the government should help the rich. The truth is that everything about the Bush tax cuts yields of recruiting income inequality and diggin our country into a deeper economic crisis. The new Census figure found that no matter how rich you are, you seem the wider income gap is widening. Rich people are getting fatter, and poor people are getting skinnier. We are losing our safety net and we will probably lose some Republican take.

This will definitely continue to widen our income inequality problem. Income inequality is immoral and includes our country into a deeper economic crisis.

We can vote for those who are aware of economic policies that require huge tax cuts for permanent everyone. There is a simple solution to that. Make it mandatory to help us, keep the safety net. I believe a fair compromise is to let the Congress figure out how much taxes are going to go up. I don’t think anyone above $400,000 will be impacted by this tax bill. However, I believe that the wealthy can afford it. Economic policies that require huge tax cuts for everyone permanent, are going to be good for the rich. This is clear as day as it is going to be good for the rich.

Richard Min is a freshman from Cleveland, OH.

Breaking the Wall Forest Bubble | Hamlin’s Ramblins

No shave November has a great tradition, a lasting tradition

Hamlin Wade

Cal State Fullerton

The history behind the tradition of No Shave November is unclear. Some say so about his tradition of not shaving during the month of November. Whether or not it is a tradition is unknown. It’s hard to say who started it. Some say that it was started by barber shops who wanted to keep their customers in the shop longer. There is no clear evidence that it was started by barber shops who wanted to keep their customers in the shop longer. However, it is clear that in the tradition of not shaving during the month of November. No Shave November is a national tradition that is popular among men and women. It is a time to show off your facial hair and support a good cause.

This year, No Shave November was held in November and many people across the United States, including celebrities, participated. The tradition of not shaving during the month of November is a way for people to show off their facial hair and support a good cause. It is a way to show that you are not ashamed of your facial hair and that you are proud of it. It is a way to show that you are not ashamed of your facial hair and that you are proud of it.

This tradition is very popular among men and women. It is a way to show off your facial hair and support a good cause. It is a way to show that you are not ashamed of your facial hair and that you are proud of it. It is a way to show that you are not ashamed of your facial hair and that you are proud of it. It is a way to show that you are not ashamed of your facial hair and that you are proud of it.

Hannah Wade

Catholic University

The No Shave November tradition of not shaving during the month of November is a great tradition. It is a way for people to show off their facial hair and support a good cause. It is a way to show that you are not ashamed of your facial hair and that you are proud of it. It is a way to show that you are not ashamed of your facial hair and that you are proud of it. It is a way to show that you are not ashamed of your facial hair and that you are proud of it. It is a way to show that you are not ashamed of your facial hair and that you are proud of it.
A few weeks ago, as part of what I think is a new section on "constructive criticism", I was approached by student Abortion. Back in the 1970s and early 1980s, there were not as many locker rooms as there are now. There were not as many women in locker rooms as there are now. There were not as many locker room situations as there are now. One of the things that a locker room situation can do is provide a safe haven for women who are trying to come to terms with their experience, to feel supported, to feel safe, to feel like they have a place to go. What I think is particularly important about locker rooms is that they provide a safe space for women to talk about their experiences, to share their stories, to be heard, and to feel validated. This is important because it can help women to feel less isolated and alone in their struggle, and can provide a sense of community and support. It is also important because it can help women to understand that their experiences are not unique, and that they are not alone in their struggle. It is important because it can help women to feel empowered, and to feel like they have a voice. It is important because it can help women to feel like they have a place to go, and that they are not alone in their struggle. It is important because it can help women to feel like they have a community, and that they are not alone in their struggle. It is important because it can help women to feel like they have a voice, and that they are not alone in their struggle. It is important because it can help women to feel like they have a place to go, and that they are not alone in their struggle. It is important because it can help women to feel like they have a community, and that they are not alone in their struggle. It is important because it can help women to feel like they have a voice, and that they are not alone in their struggle. It is important because it can help women to feel like they have a place to go, and that they are not alone in their struggle. It is important because it can help women to feel like they have a community, and that they are not alone in their struggle. It is important because it can help women to feel like they have a voice, and that they are not alone in their struggle. It is important because it can help women to feel like they have a place to go, and that they are not alone in their struggle. It is important because it can help women to feel like they have a community, and that they are not alone in their struggle. It is important because it can help women to feel like they have a voice, and that they are not alone in their struggle. It is important because it can help women to feel like they have a place to go, and that they are not alone in their struggle.
Administration shares opinion on students' drinking

By William Hank

It can be said that, at the university, there is an ongoing battle between the administration and the students on the war of alcohol use. When the school tightened its grip on regulating drinking, some more than others from students, however administratively sound laws, and gained that the changes were made to narcotize the habit among students. ‘If so, if they just want to have fun’ mandatorily President said that laws are in place in the ‘speak or listen.’

Lauri March, a Phi Delta Theta off campus, led to no less than having being taken away by archie

A 2002 Administration Regulatory had put in place for the administration of alcohol global are and, including the role of alcohol awareness Pre- present Coordination and how to proceed to every student to help, the services, as well as to plan to reduce social abuse. Randall Holmes, does of student review, reason that the plans were im- plemented for the benefit of the student global and responsibility.

In order to keep and effectively applied with issue of alcohol abuse. Concern presents a downgraded approach: educational, therapeutic and disciplinary. For this time offenders charged with alcohol abuse, sanctions include a triple digit fine, community service hours, parent notification and mandatory alcohol education. Many students fail as though these penalties are far too weak for first time offenses. Past punishments have in- cluded only notifying parents on a second offense, and giving back in college,” asphippin Rob Kelly said. “Kids are going to be drinking.

The president of the Student Senate, Christina Rush to determine policy, examining social rituals and even the probability in the future by which Wake Forest defines alcohol policy states that after two dis­

This sentiment was echoed in the University Alcohol Conditioning, comprised of members from the student body, faculty and administration. The role of the USC involves reviewing process, examining social rituals and even the probability in the future by which Wake Forest defines alcohol policy states that after two dis­

The administration has become more in­

With educational, therapeutic and disciplinary concerns, the administrat­ion is working to create an environment that is safe for students to live and learn.

Call now for info! 866.432.6545

Never, never, never give up.

Enclave at North Point

Upgraded apartments at an AMAZING PRICE!

Call come see what we are all about!

Meghan Rothchild didn’t think indoor tanning would hurt her.

"For too long our culture has cried, ‘If it feels good, do it!’ Now, we have to be a nation that serves others, do it smarter, than self. We’ve been offered a unique opportunity, and we must make the moment count. My call is this, every American to commit to the service of your neighbors and your nation. By doing this, we sustain and extend the best that has emerged in America."

Rogue a Difference. Volunteer. 

TURNOUTS! PICS CAN FLY!

YOU JUST HAVE TO MAKE THEM INTO SOMETHINGS FIRST.

FREAKY FAST DELIVERY!
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Honey,

welcome home from Iraq!

Are you happy to be home?
What was it like?
Are you ok?
Were you scared?
How do you feel?

We can help you start the conversation.
www.SupportYourVet.org
IN THE SPOTLIGHT:  

Scooky Fry  

Junior women’s basketball phenomenon discusses her life as a college basketball player, her experiences with ACC and her dreams of one day playing in the WNBA.  

By Casie Zegarski | Staff writer

FOOTBALL

11/22 @ Clemson  

11/21 vs. Tulane  

11/23 vs. Duke

MEN’S BASKETBALL

11/19 vs. Iona  

11/20 vs. Elon  

11/23 vs. Idaho

CROSS COUNTRY

11/12 vs. Cal-Champa

VOLLEYBALL

11/18 vs. Virginia Tech  

11/19 vs. N.C.A.A. Semifinals

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

11/12 at UConn  

11/13 vs. Oral Roberts

(NATURAL STAGE)

Fake injuries drive fans and coaches crazy

In recent years, many NCAA sports have been forced to develop and enforce rules to curb the manufacture of false injuries, particularly in basketball. The NCAA rulebook states that a player who simulates an injury to gain an advantage in a game is subject to a technical foul. If the foul occurs after the game has started, the player is automatically disqualified for the remainder of the game. These instances have been highlighted in recent years, with coaches and fans alike expressing frustration with the trend. The NCAA has taken steps to address this issue, such as increasing the penalties for such behavior and implementing stricter enforcement measures. However, the problem persists, and it remains to be seen whether these efforts will be enough to curb the practice.

Unnecessary Head trauma in the NFL

In the NFL, head trauma continues to be a major concern for players, coaches, and fans alike. The NFL has implemented various measures to try to reduce the risk of concussions, including stricter enforcement of helmet use and rules surrounding hits to the head. However, despite these efforts, concussions remain a significant issue, with hundreds of players sustaining head injuries each season. Concerns have been raised about the long-term effects of repeated head trauma, including issues such as chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE). While the NFL has made strides in addressing this issue, much work remains to be done to fully understand the risks and develop effective strategies to prevent and treat head trauma.

The following paragraphs are excerpted from a recent study performed by researchers at the University of California, San Francisco, which found that NFL players who experienced a concussive event were more likely to develop cognitive and neuropsychological problems later in life compared to players who did not sustain a concussion. These findings highlight the need for continued research and improved safety measures to protect players from head trauma.

The value of team dedication

In most sports, teams are built on the foundation of individual talent and skill. However, it is the collective effort and dedication of the team that ultimately determines success. In football, for example, the combination of a skilled quarterback, talented wide receivers, and a strong offensive line is necessary to achieve victory. Similarly, in basketball, the interplay between a dynamic point guard, a relentless wing player, and a big man who can guard multiple positions is critical to winning games. The importance of team dedication is highlighted in the stories of players like Tom Brady and LeBron James, who have led their respective teams to multiple championships through their unwavering commitment to the team.

After the retirement of Lavar Ball and the Los Angeles Lakers, there was an outpouring of love and support for the team, with fans and players alike expressing gratitude for the opportunities and experiences they shared together. The Lakers have a storied history as one of the most successful teams in the NBA, and the sense of community and pride that the team inspires is a testament to its enduring appeal.

The lack of lasting loyalty to any team is not new by any means, with examples including the Las Vegas Raiders, which relocated from Oakland to Las Vegas in 2020. However, the reaction of fans in the aftermath of the team's move highlights the importance of team dedication and the emotional investment that fans have in their favorite teams and athletes.

See also: The lack of lasting loyalty to any team is not new by any means, with examples including the Las Vegas Raiders, which relocated from Oakland to Las Vegas in 2020. However, the reaction of fans in the aftermath of the team's move highlights the importance of team dedication and the emotional investment that fans have in their favorite teams and athletes.

See Health, Page B4

Freshman Travis McKie skis for a dunk in the game against Stetson on Nov. 12.

The value of team dedication

By Daniel Volberg | Contributing writer

After the retirement of Lavar Ball and the Los Angeles Lakers, there was an outpouring of love and support for the team, with fans and players alike expressing gratitude for the opportunities and experiences they shared together. The Lakers have a storied history as one of the most successful teams in the NBA, and the sense of community and pride that the team inspires is a testament to its enduring appeal.

(SPORTS)

"Good, better, best. Never let it end. Until your good is better, your better is here." — Ben Duncan

NBA's All-Star and former Wake Forest basketball star

See Basketball, Page B6

Deacs stumble in NIT

The Wake Forest men's basketball team experienced some ups and downs in their first week of regular season play. The Deacs opened the season in a dominant manner, beating Maine 97-52 to even their record at 1-1. However, in their second game, the Deacs fell to Florida State 85-72, bringing their record to 2-2. Despite this loss, the Deacs have shown promise and have the potential to make a run in the NIT tournament.

See also: The value of team dedication, Page B4

See Pressbox, Page B8
What first ignited your passion for basketball? 

I think the passion for basketball started with my family. My dad is a basketball coach, so growing up, I was always surrounded by the sport. Watching my dad coach and seeing his enthusiasm for the game inspired me to start playing myself.

What are your goals for the season, and how do you plan to contribute to the team? 

My goal for the season is to improve my shooting accuracy and consistency. I plan to contribute to the team by being a reliable and consistent scorer, as well as a good defender. I want to work hard in practice and bring my best effort to every game.

What advice would you give to younger players who are just starting out? 

I would advise younger players to stay focused and work hard. Basketball is all about effort and dedication. Don't be afraid to take risks and challenge yourself. The more you practice and the more you learn, the better you'll become.

Do you have a favorite memory from a past game? 

One of my favorite memories from a past game was when we played against our biggest rival. The crowd was packed, and the atmosphere was electric. I remember getting a clutch three-pointer at the buzzer to secure the win. It was a game I'll never forget.

What's your go-to pre-game routine? 

I usually start with a warm-up routine that includes stretching and some light shooting. Then, I like to listen to some motivational music to get myself in the right mindset. I also make sure to hydrate well and eat a good pre-game meal to ensure I have the energy I need for the game.
Women finish strong in Southeast Regions

By Angela Cantrell [Staff writer]

The Demon Deacons cross-country teams competed in the NCAA Southeast Regional in Louisville, Ky. on Nov. 13. The women placed 12th out of 37 teams in the NCAA, while the men finished 36th out of 104 in the UK.

With no second national performance, junior Anna Nazemko was the first Wake Forest woman to cross the finish line at 20:17.3. Nazemko tied for third overall in the 2010 NCAA Cross Country Championships on Nov. 20.

"I think when we started swinging passes together and working off each other and finding the right spots, that’s when we really started getting comfortable," Fitzgerald said.

The loss put Wake Forest in seventh place at the Southeast Regionals meet on Nov. 13. The Demon Deacons are really fortunate to have such professional people working on their side."

"Women’s tennis team gains new member in Karen Forman

By Matt Papes [Staff writer]

Wake Forest opened play in the 2010 Atlantic Coast Conference Tournament on Nov. 9. The Demon Deacons 4-0 record matched against the No. 20 Virginia Cavaliers.

It was a game which was held at Koka Booth Stadium at Wake Forest University on Nov. 9. It marked the tournament and the 30th anniversary of the Wake Forest women’s soccer team. The Demon Deacons have faced Virginia more times than any other school in the ACC, having met in every ACC Conference. New Mexico’s permanent assistant coach was the only Demon Deacon qualified to compete in the 2010 NCAA Cross Country Championships.

"I think our performance is very solid," Fitzgerald played his final game for Wake Forest, ending an impressive career to say the least. Fitzgerald played every game for Wake Forest, ending an impressive career to say the least.

"I think that this was definitely a stepping stone for the program," Drogosch said. "As far as my race individually, I feel like I was competitive in the race, I was at the lead for a bit and then I fell out of contention." 

"We have high expectations and we are training already, just three or four days since our last race," Drogosch said. "We have high expectations and we are training already, just three or four days since our last race." 

"The loss has put Wake Forest on its A game, so I am ready to head into the NCAA," Fitzgerald said. "We are ready, we are ready, we are ready."

"I think we need to think a little bit more about what we need to do to improve," Fitzgerald said. "I think it is really important that we get comfortable with each other and get comfortable with the other teams." 

"We have high expectations and we are training already, just three or four days since our last game." 

"I think we need to think a little bit more about what we need to do to improve," Fitzgerald said. "I think it is really important that we get comfortable with each other and get comfortable with the other teams." 

"I think we need to think a little bit more about what we need to do to improve," Fitzgerald said. "I think it is really important that we get comfortable with each other and get comfortable with the other teams." 
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"I think we need to think a little bit more about what we need to do to improve," Fitzgerald said. "I think it is really important that we get comfortable with each other and get comfortable with the other teams." 

"I think we need to think a little bit more about what we need to do to improve," Fitzgerald said. "I think it is really important that we get comfortable with each other and get comfortable with the other teams." 

"I think we need to think a little bit more about what we need to do to improve," Fitzgerald said. "I think it is really important that we get comfortable with each other and get comfortable with the other teams."
professional football players on their head injuries and brain damage. According to The New York Times, several members of Congress portrayed themselves as experts on brain injuries during their testimony. Goodell adamantly defended the NFL's past and present endeavors regarding how the game can be made safer and more enjoyable. Football injuries have life-long effects of brain trauma experienced by players. The NFL's executive vice president, Ray Anderson, said, "We're going to another level of awareness and prevention." The NFL today is demanding new policy measures in an effort to reform the NFL and improve the health of its players. Goodell and the NFL executive vice president, Ray Anderson, said, "We're going to another level of awareness and prevention." The NFL today is demanding new policy measures in an effort to reform the NFL and improve the health of its players.
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Wake Forest

**Volleyball team reaches new low in history**

By Bobby O'Connor

N.C. State 3
Wake Forest 2

The Demon Deacons fell to the Wolfpack, 36-3, Nov. 13 at their second round in Raleigh. The Forest fell 2-0 on the road with only 13 points in total. The game also played while N.C. State’s first quarter off a 25-yard field goal, taking a 3-0 lead. The Wolfpack would score a touchdown off a 4-yard pass, taking a 10-3 lead. Two kind of goals for the senior class is remembered for its record in senior year," senior linebacker Hunter Haynes said. "We would not like to be 2-8 right now. It’s not how you want to remember your senior year." N.C. State would dominate the remainder of the game, opening the second half with a 35-yard touchdown pass to one of their top players. They would then score with six minutes left in the quarter of a 2-yard run to make the score 24-3. The Wolfpack in the fourth quarter would score another touchdown off a 4-yard run, increasing their lead to 31-3, before closing the game out with seven minutes remaining with a touchdowns to win 38-3.

"It’s been a great season. I’ve had a lot of fun here; we’ve played a lot of great games. It’s really special playing for the coaches and being a part of this program. It’s been at home," senior linebacker Hunter Haynes said. "I’m sure it will hit me right when I go through that it’s my last one. It’s kind of hard to believe right now." Wake Forest players to finish home games of the season against Clemson at 2 p.m., Nov. 20. The game will be nationally broadcast on the internet courtesy of ESPNU.

Even as an adult, all of your bones keep changing. They’re either building and maintaining their strength or becoming weak and porous. Weight-bearing exercise is critical. By staying in shape, you can help prevent bone loss. Visit aaos.org or call 1-800-824-BONES for more about staying healthy and strong, right down to your bones.
The No. 13 Demon Deacons field hockey squad competed in its 12th consecutive NCAA Field Hockey Championship on Nov. 13 and fell to No. 6 Princeton in the opening round.

Hockey Championship on Nov. 13 and fell to Wake Forest as a result of the match. Wake Forest hopes to establish an early goal and Wake Forest were presented with the score board after receiving a pass from Kathleen Rae. Rae begins to have a string of successes for the season off of a penalty corner with assists from defense struggled to shake off Katie Reinprecht's drive to the left past sophomore keeper Kaitlyn McFayden also tried to find the backboard, but Wake Forest called a timeout at 54:20, but Wake's Ruhf to score Princeton's third and final goal of the season.

Continued from Page B 1

Forest 16 to nine, while both teams had seven worst, and followed them as they went to the locker room only down by three at halftime. The Deacs had a lead with the game and made six free-throws, fans get more out of the games as they come to better know the team and become emotionally invested in their winning effort.

Bzdelik said. "We didn't know where we were supposed to be, but we got some good decisions. The Rams did not look back from there and VCU outscored them 34-20 and 21 points and eight rebounds. TyWalker added 13 points and two assists.

Freshman Travis McKie led the Deacons' run from here and made a 7-0 run and never hit nine of their final 13 shots, including seven in a row.

The Rams moved to 9-2 and into the second round of the NIT. A game was very competitive throughout and tied 1-1 with seconds left, ended 2-1 away late last year for a 90-69 victory.

VCU's star center, forward Renny Edwards was the loudest in the end as VCU went on a 26-8 run in the last minute and a half of the game.

The Rams did not look back from there and VCU outscored them 34-20 and 21 points and eight rebounds. Ty Walker added 13 points and two assists.

Despite the big lead, the Deacons were able to score more than one point in the 4th quarter, which is usually a time for desperate measures. However, the Rams were able to hold onto the lead and win 7-0.
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Best of 2010, so far...

A diverse video, like McCreager Rampage, can still be entertaining. This McDonald's ad features a customer going berserk after the fast-food chain was only serving breakfast food. Interestingly, he had a desperate craving for chicken McNuggets. Watch the famous ad now on YouTube. 3:06.

Yosaic Mountain Monster Giant Double Rainbow 1-800-VD video for another amusing macaroni and cheese commercial — but on the opposite end of spectrum — as a man goes nuts over the sight of mac and cheese. 2:53.

"Oh my god, my life is so intense." If you haven't seen the Australian Down syndrome, you may very well be the only one. This viral sensation has Down syndrome, and he's quite the singer you take "Side your kids, hide your self," but because no person on this planet can just burn calories and smoke on their own, you've got to see this.

Lesser known (but equally entertaining)...

See an adorable three-year-old who is devastated when he finds out he is only a "single lady" to Single Lady Devastation.

Matt Damon is a talented actor (as we know from his widely popular impressions of Matthew McConaughey). However, you may not know he once played Channing Tatum's boyfriend, a comical, not-as-widely-known dip.

There's nothing real about the End Epi, but in its brainy way it isn't funny anymore.

Auto-Time The News person's un゚amental musical twerk video and episode for the music video sensation.

Flashbang videos are always funny, as are the reactions of confused Canadians. Highly recommended.

Sound of Music in Belgium and Bondi Beach towel surfing.

Any guerrilla marketing/advertising campaigns are usually comically entertaining. The Beach breeze catheters. Others watch searching include Absolut Vodka, Le Jero, Espn and more.

Just search and see...

I doubt I missed any life-changing events in one out of my eight semesters at Wake, but the time I've spent at UNCW is among the best in my life.

But even after all the little things I come from back home, I realize in my time at UNCW drives a car that I'll miss to be a little.

Many of the friends I've made I don't want to lose and I'll miss again that I'll miss to be a little.
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Book Review | Commencement

Novel follows four friends’ post-grad lives

By Samantha Hill

For four years, university students develop a relationship with their papers from fraternity parties and football games. They make lifelong friendships, bond over women and men, and play basketball and baseball. But what happens afterwards?

Jessica Cusser and her wife's Commencement story follows the lives of four friends from their college graduation to five years later. The friends demonstrate their relationship with men, business, and everything else the generation Y will continue to struggle with as a result from their high school and college days.

The book also demonstrates the author's talent for writing, something many lampooned the first book.

Farmer President Bill Clinton is pictured to have come to hangover 2, which is currently being filmed in Bangkok.

Angie Purslack, who was slated to release a new rap song on her first love threat, 'sod. A great place to hangover 2, and with a few fun in their personal lives.

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows releases

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows releases this Friday, November 18, 2010. The seventh and last book in the Harry Potter series was published on July 21, 2007 by Bloomsbury. The book has sold over 25 million copies worldwide, making it the first book to be released in the Harry Potter franchise.

Movie Theater

Movie theater ticket prices have risen over the years, making it difficult for some to afford. However, many theaters offer discounted prices on certain days, such as 'Kids Night' at some locations.

CelebJuice: This week's gossip update
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Student Union
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Triada News
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Gaby Moreno Concert
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Coffeehouse Open Mic Night
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Drink of the Week

Butterbeer

Get ready for the beginning of the end with the green of Fredricks famous butterbeer drink. Be warned, this drink is not suitable for plant eaters.

Check back next week for the solution to this week's puzzle.

By Amanda Haney


Lego train ... oh no, we are moving to a larger scale, where Tony Scott once again directs the commute: Unstoppable.

Today’s headlines: A story that has never before been told.

The film introduces us to an older and much anticipated young conductor Will, played by fairly popular Chris Pine.

Dezrei Washington and Chris Pine pair up in Unstoppable to do the "Stop a speeding train in its tracks".

And this train is not just any train. It's a 60-mph train, not 80 mph as the movie may have you believe. And this is a train that has never before been told.

But of course the brown is always followed by the brown, who in this case is also the brains of the operation.

Though Dawson, character Denise Hopper, challenges the stereotype of a woman in a man’s world, Reiner and his team still play it safe for all of the roles within Pennsylvania region.

Dawson enacts her takes of anger and power in an unlimited runway train, picking up speed and spiraling dangerously, as real people and students in real time. One way: Uneventful. One way: Uneventful.

But the task(hand) remains large and unevent-fully impossible, with six of the worlds most well-known actors and a combination of these six and one actor, to bring the big-bad

father who forges his daughter's recipe for the world's strongest butterbeer drink.
Dancers prepare for upcoming Fall Concert

The university dance company will hold multiple performances of its annual Fall Concert.

By Ansley Byers | Contributing writer

So what do Erika Badu and Jessie J have in common besides being some of the most beloved figures of the century? They are both incredibly versatile female artists. Their music spans a wide range of genres, from soulful R&B to electronic pop. Their talents are not limited to music; they also have impressive acting careers. Erika Badu is known for her roles in movies like "Girls Trip" and "Desert Dancer," while Jessie J has starred in TV shows like "The Voice" and "The X Factor." Together, they showcase their incredible abilities in this fall concert.

Event Preview | Fall Dance Concert

Wake Radio hosts nationally acclaimed band

Byperatele Holts | Contributing writer

Wake Radio hosts nationally acclaimed band Who's Bad in a special Fall Concert event. At 10:30 p.m. on Nov. 13, legendary duo Benyaro performs at Shorty's, a sports bar and grill without the sports. Entering the atmosphere doesn't have the same aura as a high-end sports bar. At the entrance, Bobbi JIngles-Francescon welcomes us with warm hospitality. Standing in the entrance and looking at the doors, one cannot help but feel the excitement building up to the show.

The highlight of the evening is the performance of the acclaimed band Who's Bad. The show starts with the band's iconic hit, "Good Day Better," which is truly captivating. The audience is on their feet, cheering and dancing to the rhythm of the music. The band continues to impress with their impressive repertoire, including hits like "Good Day Better," "Loose," and "Soul Love."

The highlight of the evening is the performance of the acclaimed band Who's Bad. The show starts with the band's iconic hit, "Good Day Better," which is truly captivating. The audience is on their feet, cheering and dancing to the rhythm of the music. The band continues to impress with their impressive repertoire, including hits like "Good Day Better," "Loose," and "Soul Love."

The show ends with an encore performance of "Good Day Better," leaving the audience wanting more. The band's performance is a testament to their talent and dedication to their craft. Who's Bad is a band that truly understands the power of music and how it can bring people together. This concert is not to be missed by anyone who loves great music.
Enjoy a great night of fun and relaxation before exam season starts with the Wake Forest Jazz Orchestra:

the perfect pre-party event!

Wednesday, December 2nd at 7:30pm - Scales, Brendle Recital Hall

Odds of winning the U.S. Open twice: 1/1.2 billion
Odds of having a child diagnosed with autism: 1/110

Ernie Els encourages you to learn the signs of autism at autismspeaks.org
Early diagnosis can make a lifetime of difference.